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The next morning, Shawn came personally to fetch Kai. Spencer wanted to go along with 

them to witness how Kai treated his patients so that he could learn something from it. 

The Robinsons stayed in the western suburbs of Lightspring. Their opulent home spanned 

over ten hectares of land. One look and anyone could tell that the Robinsons were a well-off 

family. 

Shawn was leading the way and said, “Mr. Chance, it’s just ahead. We’ve only moved here 

recently. The old place is getting too small.” 
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“Mr. Robinson, you’re too humble. Your old place has thousands of square meters of land. 

How can you call it small? You must be very wealthy for you to say that,” teased Spencer. 

“Hahaha! I’m sure for martial experts like you and Mr. Chance, money is a common thing,” 

said Shawn with a laugh. 

The moment Kai stepped into the Robinson residence, he could sense that something was 

not right. It felt as if the entire house had been shrouded by something. No matter how little 

spiritual energy there was in the current society, it would not be completely nonexistential. 

However, the instant Kai stepped in, the initial spiritual energy that he felt had vanished 

completely. It was as if he had gone into a vacuum. 

Lyanna felt the same way too. For someone with the aptitude to bewitch, she was equally 

sensitive to the aura in her surroundings. The moment she walked in, she frowned too. 

Kai asked her, “Do you feel that something is wrong?” 

She nodded. “The moment I come into the courtyard, I feel suffocated. My energy seems to 

have been blocked off by something, and I’m not able to release my energy from my elixir 

field.” 
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Kai smiled and said nothing. He knew that someone had performed the arcane array on the 

Robinsons, although he did not know the reason. He would need to take a look at the 

patient first. 

If the patient’s condition had nothing to do with the arcane array, Kai would not mention 

anything about it. It would be best for him to avoid unnecessary trouble. 

“Mr. Chance, let me make you a cup of tea. Take a seat first!” 

Once they went into the room, Shawn invited Kai to take a seat while he prepared the 

refreshments. 

A housekeeper quickly said to Shawn, “Old Mr. Robinson, please let me do it!” 

It was a job for the servants after all. 

Shawn waved his hand and said, “There’s no need. Go upstairs and bring Mrs. Robinson 

down. Tell her that we have guests.” 

The housekeeper nodded and left.Once Shawn finished brewing the tea, he sat down on the 

couch and said, “Mr. Chance, give it a try! Mr. Schmidt, you too. This new tea is quite rare.” 

Shawn invited Spencer to have the tea as well. 

Kai smiled. In truth, he did not know how to appreciate tea. To him, all tea tasted the same. 

They began to chat while having the tea. 

“Mr. Robinson, did you get a Master to take a look around when you were constructing this 

mansion?” Kai could not help but ask. 

“Yes, I did. The location, construction, and even the layout were advised by the Master. I 

spent over five million. I heard this Master is from Turcoln, and he is very famous!” Shawn 

told Kai honestly. 

“Turcoln?” Kai had not heard of it before. 



However, Lyanna, who had been listening to them all the while, exclaimed, “People from 

Turcoln are giving consultations on geomancy? Then, your family must be very important. 

The huge payment is beside the point. If you have no connection, there’s no way that 

anyone from Turcoln will help you.” 

Kai asked, “Lyanna, do you know about Turcoln?” 

“Of course. Turcoln is founded by the well-known Master Declan Naberhaus in the 

southwest. He combined various geomancy techniques and invented his own Dragon 

Crushing Formation. It will be difficult for even Martial Arts Grandmasters to get out of it 

once they are trapped in one. That’s why Turcoln is very famous in our region,” explained 

Lyanna. 

 


